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Abstract 
A test of the hypothesis H0 : ~(x1 ) = ~(x2 ) = 
for alternatives 
August, 1975 
= ~(~) is derived 
ll(~) - ll(~-1) 
~-------
~- ~-1 
which are monotone with monotone ·slope. The test is based on a contrast 
of the means, which is chosen to ma~imize the power of the test for the 
least favorable con~igu.ration of means, and is called the maximin con-
trast. The test is compared to tests derived for monotone alternatives 
¥7ithout regard to slope or the spacing of the treatments (xi's). An 
example from a dose-response experiment is given to demonstrate the 
application of the test. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Various tests have been constructed to test H0 : ~l = ~2 = ··· =~versus 
Hm: Ill s ll2 ~ • • • ~ ~ where at least one inequality is strict. [Bartholomew 1959, 
1961; Abelson, Tukey 1963; etc.] For many exPerimental situations however, even 
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the monotone alternative may not utilize all of the available prior information, 
particularly when tlJ.e treatruents are quauti to ti-re and the r4oc:.el E[Yi J = J..L(xi) is 
applicable where J..L(x.) is the u~~nown response function for treatments x .• Quali-
1 1 
tative information in addition to monotonicity can be utilized in specifying re-
strictions on J..L(x). A restriction on ~(x), applicable to many experimental situ-
ations, is that J..L(x) is monotone l1ith monotone slope. For many dose-response and 
growth curves, monotone ~ith monotone slope is a reasonable characterization in the 
dose or treatment range of interest. See Figure 1. 
Figure 1. 
The tests derived in this report are the most stringent among somewhere most 
pm-1erful tests for testing H0 : J..L(x1 ) = J..L(x2) = · • • = J..L(~) against alternatives, 
, k, in the class 
J..L(~) - J...L(:l)t:-1) 
:;:: ::: o. 
~- ~-1 
Hence we are extending the tests against trend to utilize the information about the 
quantitative treatments and tl1Us obtain tests with higher minimum power. 
II. DESCF.IPTION OF TC~ EXPERIMENTAL SETTING 
Let Y = J..L(x) + e be a response function where Y is the measured response, J..L(x) 
is a function of the treatment level x such that J..L(x) is monotone with monotone 
slope, and e is random error distributed as N(O,cr2 ). 
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\iTe can consider four cases: {a) Jl(x) monotone increasing with monotone de-
creasing slope (tor(x)·t , JJ(X)' J. ); (b) Jl(;:) monotor.e decreasing rlith monotone de-
creasing slope (Jl(x)l, JJ(x)' l ); (c) !J.{x) ~notone decreasingwith monotone in-
creasing slope (tJ.(x)1, Jl(x)' t ); and (d) Jl(x) monotone increasing with monotone 
increasing slope (Jl(x)t , JJ(x)' t ). See Figure 2.a.-d. for schematic displays of 
these four cases of response functions. Unless otherwise stated, !J.(x} is con-
Figure 2.a. Figure 2.b • 
......_-------------~X X 
j..l(X) f , j..L(X) 1 l JJ(X) l 1 JJ(X) 1 l 
Figure 2.c. Figure 2.d. 
Jl(x) ll(x) 
Jl(X) 1 1 JJ(X) 1 t . . j.L(X) t 1 tJ(X) 1 f 
Figure 2: Four cases of mnotone response functions with monotone slope. 
side~ed as monotone ~~cr~asing with monotone decreasing slope seen in Figure 2.a • 
. and these alternatives are denoted H or H for monotone concave. The other cases 
a me 
will be considered in Section IV. 
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A treatment design consists of the selection of k treatment levels or doses, 
{x1, x2 , • • •, ~} which are assumed quantitative "With x1 < x2 < • • • < ~· At each 
treatment level x., n observations are taken and the data are denoted Y •. , '\·There 
~ 1J 
j = 1, ···, n, i = 1, ···, k. The treatment means are denoted 
Y - 1 i· = n: 
and hence Yi· are distributed independently as N{~(x1 ), cr 2/n). 
This experimental setting corresponds to several commonly encountered analysis 
of variance models. The Y1. could be the treatment means of a 1-"Way analysis of 
variance in a completely randomized design (CRD) "With equal replication of treat-
ments. The estimator of cr2 "WOUld be 
k n 
I L (Yij - Yi.)2 
62 = i=l j=l 
k(n - 1) 
"With v = k(n - 1) degrees of freedom. The Y1 • could also be the treatment means of 
a randomized complete block design (RCBD) vlith k treatments and n blocks. The 
estimator of cr2 "Would then be 
k n 
L I (Yij -- y -i• - - 2 y .. + y ) •J •• 
i=l j=l 
82 = -----~-------------------------(k - l)(n - 1) 
"With v = (k - l)(n - 1) degrees of freedom. Other experimental designs "Which yield 
k treatment means with n observations per treatment and an independent estimate of 
a2 could also be utilized. 
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST 
For a given experimental design with treatment levels fx1, 
a test of 
= J.L(~) versus 
, ~} we describe 
J.L(X2) - J.L(Xl) 
J.L(~) & ---- :::: ••• J.L(~) - J.L(~-1) :?!-------
x2- xl ~- ~-1 
(Hith at least one strict inequality) v7hich corresponds to a non-trivial response 





J.L(~) - J.L(~-1) :::: :?! o. 
~ - ~-1 
k - k 
The test is based on a contrast of the means, t c.Y. , where L c. = 0. H0 is i=l ~ ~· i=l l. 
k -
rejected for large values of L c.Y1 . The contrast c = (c1 , c2, ···, ck} is i=l l. • 
chosen to maximize the power of the test against the least favorable configuration 
of the J.L(x) = (J.!(x1), J.L(x2), ···, J.L(~)) in Ha. 
Since Y. - N(J.L(x1), a2/n) and independent, ~· 
k k 
k k L ci yi· - L CiJ.!(Xi) 
""'N( L CiJ.!(Xi), 
i=l 
~2 L c~) 
i=l 
and i=l i-1 




For a2 unkno•m, the usual experimental situation, s 2 with v degrees of freedom will 
be used as an estimator of a2 and hence 
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' 
- ~t(x.) ; 
J. I 
a t distribution with v degrees of freedom. Thus the a-level Neyman-Pearson test 
is defined by: 




i=l > t (l - a) 
,- - \1 s)~ c2/n L. i 
i=l 
(1) 
where P{T ~ tv(a)} =a, and where Tis a central t random variable with v degrees 
of freeclom. 
The power of the test for a given alternative J.L(X) can be written 
k 
I ciYi· 
P J.L(X){-1-=;:lk==:::=:: > t)l - a)} = PH0 { T > t)l - a) k I c~/n s L c~/n 
i=l 
i~here 
k L ci(ii· - J.L(xi)) 
T :: _1-_-1 ______ _ 
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Rewriting pov1er in terms of a convenient measure of dispersion and the correlation 
betHeen the contrast ~ and the alternatj_ve 1-L(x) y_:!,.~:).~_; 
l?here 
Power = ?{T > t\1(1 - a) - r ( ) ~~ !iiLJ ~~ s 
denotes the formal correlation coefficient betv1een c and the alternative 1-L(x) for 
the chosen set of (x1, ···,~)and 
r.k~---------------I [1-L(xi) - J.L(x.) ]2 
(J 
is the measure of dispersion of the true means. It is now obvious that the power 
of the test for a fDced ~ is increasing in r : ( ) and In . Hence the maximin test 
C 1J. X 
----
is constructed by choosing = such that the ·minimum r ( ) for 1-L(x) E Ha is maximized. S!:2.... -
The maximin contrast £ must satisfy 
max min r ~~ ( ) = min r { ) • 
c'".EH IJ(x)EH S "!!2.._ 1-L(x)EH S.l:!..!... 
- a-- a - a 
(2) 
The maximin contrast :~ satisfying {2), is a function of the design points 




Dl - D 2 
c = .. 1 
xl - x2 
Di-1 - Di D. - Di+l J. i ::: 2, c. = 
J. k - 1 
X. l- X. J.- l. xi - xi+l 
~-1- ~ 
~ = ~-1- ~ 
k k 
















- k X k 
A computer program to calculate these coefficients for any design [x1, 
is given in appendix A. 
(3) 
J ~} 
IV. APPLICATION OF THE TEST IN THE FOUR CASES OF K)NOTONICITY OF MEANS AND SWPE 
The contrast : in equation (3) is for testing for alternatives with monotone 
increasing trenc! and monotone decreasing slope (!J.(x) t , ll(x)' t) seen in Figure 2.a. 







The other cases of alternatives shown in Figure 2 can be written a.s simple functions 
of c. 
For monotone decreasing curve with monotone decreasing slope, (~(x) l, ~(x)'l), 
shmm in Figure 2. b. and defined analytically by 
~: 0 
~(~) - J;.L(:l)t-1) 
C::-~-----
~- ~-1 
the test statistic is based on the contrast ~b; vlhere cbi = ~-i+l' i = 1, • • ·, k. 
For monotone decreasing curve and monotone increasing slope, (~(x) l, ~(x)'t), 
shown in Figure 2.c. and defined analytically by 
. . . s _~<_~_)_--~-<~_-l_) s 0' 
~- ~-1 
the test statistic is based on the contrast c, where c . = -ci, i = 1, ···, k. 
-c CJ. 
For monotone increasing curve and monotone increasing slope, (~(x)t, ~(x)'t ), 
shown in Figure 2.d. and defined analytically by 
... ~ 
~(~) - ~<~-1) 
~- ~-1 
the test statistic is based on the contrast ~d' v7here cdi = -ck .. i+l' i = 1, • • ·, k . 
• 
For each of the contrasts defined above, the a-level test of H0 is defined by 
Equation (1). 
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V. DERIVATION OF THE TEST 
The alternative region H , is clefined by the k - 1 inequalities, 
a 
~ ... ~ ~(~) - ~<~-1) ~ 0 
~ - ~-1 
k 
(11ith at least one strict inequality), which can be written as E bi .~{x.) ~ 0 j=l J J 
·Hhere i = 2, • · ·, k, and 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -1 1 
(k-l)Xk e 
k The subset H of the k dimensional linear subspace, R , is a polyhedral angle with 
a 
the H0 : Jl(x1 ) = ···=~(~)equalities determining one edge, say ~1, which is a 
line or one-dimensional subspace at the edge of the region H . [Schaafsma 1966, 
a 
p. 18.] The remaining k- 1 edges of the polyhedral angle, say ~2 ) ···, ~' can 
then be defined by the following equations: 
and e . 
-m· 
k L bij • ~(xj) = 0, 
j=l 
k 
i = 2, k, for i /: m 




(Schaafsma, Smid 1966, p. 1166]. Equation (4) states that letting all but one 
inequality be an equality, determines an ext1·eme edge or corner of the region H 
a 
defined by the inequalities. Since condition (4) contains only k - 2 equalities 
in k unknowns, two arbitrary choices can be made, so long as they satisfy the re-
maining inequality of (4). In what follows the arbitrary choices, eml e x1 and 
em2 a x 2 are made for simplicity of solution for m = 2, • • ·, k. NO'I·I solving 
equations (4) we obtain: 
~3 = (xl' x2' x3' x3' 
:4 = (xl, x2' x3' x4, x4, 
~-1' ~). 
The edge : 1, determined by the k - 1 equalities of H0 and the arbitrary choice 
e11 = x1 can be 1>1ritten ~l = (x1 , x1 , ···, x 1 ). 
The alternative region H in ~ is a convex set with all elements determined 
a 
by positive multiples of ~l' ···, ~k· The maximin-r test is thus determined by 
finding the ~ vector, interior to this region, which maximizes the miniwm r ( )' :~ 
Thus c is the contrast or vector which makes equal angles with each edge of H 
- a 
[Abelson, TUkey 1963]. 
For any k, c can be found by solving the k - 2 equations r = r = • • • = r 
k ~~2 ~~~ ~~k 
and 
k 
~ c j=l j = 0. The normalization of ~' ~ c~, can be chosen arbitrarily. An easy j=l J . 




L c jeij = 
j=l 
k 
\ e:?. ~ ij 
j=l 
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]. = 2, 
) 
the contrast equation. The solution of (5) yields the test contrast given in 
(5) 









1 \ )2 
- k ( /_; eij 
j=l 
for i = 1, k 
be the square root of the corrected sum of squares of the corner vectors. Note 
that n1 = 0 but is included for completeness. Now from equation (5), the following 
must be solved for ~2 : 
= D 2 
(6) 
For ~3 , equation (5) implies: 
k 
k 





Now since j~lcj = 0, thus c2 + ••• + ~ = -c1 and c3 + c4 + ••· + ~ = -c1 - c2, 




Solving (10) for c2 yields: 
- 14.-
Solving (11) for c3 yields: 
D2 - D D3 - D4 
::::) c = 3 
3 X 
- X x3 - x4 2 3 
Similarly, 
D 
- D4 D4 - D5 
c - 3 etc. 4 -
' 
x3 - x4 x4 - x5 
Now, assuming 
Di-2 - Di-1 Di-1 - Di 
c. 1 = l.- ' 
xi-2 - xi-1 xi-1 - xi 






Hence (12) can be written: 
D2 




(x2 - xi+1) 
D2 - D3 
(x2 - x3 + x3 - xi+l) . • 
xl - x2 x2 - x3 
+ 
D2 - D3 
. (x3 - xi+l) 
D3 - D4 
. (x3 - x4 + x4 - xi+l) 
x2 - x3 x3 - x4 
- 16-
D - (D - D ) - (D - n4)- ••• • (D -D.) -2 2 3 3 i-l ~ 
~ D. 
Di-1 - Di 
(xi 
- xi+1) + ci (xi - xi+l) = Di+l -l. 
X. 1 - X. l.- ~ 
D. 1 - Di Di 
- Di+1 
~ ~- for all i < k. c = i 
X. 1 - xi X. 
- xi+l J.- l. 
Now since ~ = -c1 - c2 - • · • - ck_1, 
~-1 - 1\ 
c = ----k 
~-1- ~ 
By definition, n1 = 0, hence we can write: 
and 
c = 2 
Thus the form of equation (3) is proved. 
VI. LITERA 'lURE REVIEW 
X - X 1 2 
Q.E.D. 
Tests of equality of means, H0 : ~l = ~2 = ••· =~against monotone alterna-
tives, H : 
m 
~l s ~2 $ ••• s ~(with at least one inequality strict) have been 
- l'l -
studied extensively. Abelson and TUkey [1963] derived a test based on a contrast 
--:;r .. ~~·r~~ ,: 
of the means for the case i·lhere the meons a.re normally distributed and have equal 
variances. They also described procedures for finding the test for partial ordering 
of the J..Li's. 
Schaafsma and Smid [1966] generalized the method of Abelson and Tukey by 
showing that for testing any hypothesis defined by r linear combinations of the 
means, 
k 
Ho: boh + t bih • J..Li = O, h = 1, ' r, 
i=l 
against alternatives defined by the corresponding r inequalities, 
' o, h = 1, .. '' r, 
there exists a most stringent among somewhere most pO\-lerful (MSSMP) test. Theorems 
are given 'Hhich prove the existence of MSSMP tests for cases where o2 is known and 
MSSMP similar tests where o2 is unknown. Also, for two-sided alternatives, MSSMP 
unbiased tests are described. Application of these methods is made to the problem 
of equality of means against an increasing trend [Schaafsma, Smid 1966]. Other 
applications including the combination of independent tests, testing additivity 
in·a two-way layout, and testing goodness-of-fit, all against restricted alterna-
tives have been described [Schaafsma 1966]. 
Another approach to testing R0 : J..Ll = J..L2 = ••• =~versus Hm: J..L1 ~ J..L2 ~ ••• ~ ~ 
utilizes the likelihood ratio principle [Bartholomew 1959a,b, 196la,b]. The test 
statistics, X2 or E2 , for o2 known or unkn0\-1n, respectively, are derived as likeli-
hood ratio test statistics. This method requires finding the maximum likelihood 
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estimators of the ~i's under Hm' which are the solution of a. quadratic programming 
problem. The distribution of x.2 under t.1e null hyJ?othesis ·for o2 known is a known 
mixture of chi-square distributions. Similarly for o2 unknown, the null distri-
bution of E2 is a known mixture of Beta distributions. 
Kudo [1963] gave a general multivariate formulation of the one-sided test 
assuming the covariance matrix is knDlm. Tests of H versus H described above 
o m 
can be transformed such that this formulation is a. generalization of Bartholomew's 
work and yields the same solutions in specific cases. 
Shorack [196~(] extended Bartholomew's work for tl70-'\-Iay layouts and higher 
order complete and incomplete designs. 
A complete summary of these tests has been published [Barlow - Brunk 1972, 
Chapters 3, 4]. Pmo~er comparisons between tests based on contrasts and likelihood 
ratio tests are made and selection among the tests is discussed. In addition, 
distribution-free tests are reviewed and discussed. 
Although none of the above mentioned literature utilizes the quantitative 
information contained in the spacing of the x. 's, Barl0\·1 - Brunk [1972, p. 190] 
l. 
state: "If additional prior information about the spacing as well as the ordering 
is available a T-sta.tistic, with scores chosen according to the spacing, should 
give a power near to the values tabulated for T(max). In these circumstances T 
-::o 
may be preferred to x-." The results of this study support the above conjecture 
that the minimum power over all possible alternatives in H , defined using the 
a 
spacing of the xi's, is closer to the maximum power attainable (denoted T(max) 
above), than is achieved by the test for alternatives defined only by the rankings 
of the xi's. 
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VII. POWER ··coMPARISONS WITH TESTS FOR MJN~NE ALTERNATIVES 
Comparison is made of the test derived in this report for monotone concave 
alternatives, H , against the existing tests for monotone alternatives, H , derived 
. ~ m 
by Abelson and TUkey [1963] and Bartholomew [1959, 1961]. 
Since our test depends on the spacing of the xi's, power calculations will be 
made for equally spaced x. 's, x = (1, 2, 3, 4, ···, k), and for xi's in a geometric 
l. -
series which are equally spaced on the log scale,~= (1, 2, 4, 8, ···, 2k-1 ) which 
is commonly used in dose-response studies. These alternatives are denoted Hmc(x) 
and H~(log x), respectively. The pmver will be calculated for A= 0(1)4, n = 1, 
a = .05, and o assumed known. Thus from section III, the power can be written 
2(r • A - z1_0 ), where A is the measure of dispersion and ~(u) is the standard 
normal integral. The power range is determined by r = 1 and r = maximin r for the 
most and least favorable configurations, respectively, of the means. Table l gives 
the po""Y1er range for k = 3(1)6(2)12. 
Power comparisons for 6 = 0(1)4 and fork = 3, 4, 12 be~1een the X2 test of 
Bartholomew [1959a,b] and the maximin r test against H of Abelson and Tukey [1963] 
m 
were taken from Barlow - Brunk [Table 4.1, p. 189]. 
The minimum power of the maximin t-test for alternatives in H is higher for 
me 
a.ll k and 6 than the minimum power for the maximin t-test against all monotone 
alternatives H , regardless of the spacing of the treatment levels. See Table 1. 
m 
This is expected since the alternative spa.ce H is a proper subset of H and hence 
me m 
min r ()<::: minr 
.. (v'e:H S' ~ ~e:H ~·!: ~ me .. m 
A view of the alternatives H and H for k = 3 is given in Figure 3, which 
m me 
illustrates the relative sizes of these regions. 
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Table 1: Power Comparison of t-test Developed Herein for Monotone Concave Alter-
natives Hmc1 t-test for Monotone Alternative~ H,m1 and X2 Test for Monotone 
Alternatives 
k Test Power A= 0 A= 1 A= 2 A = 3 A= 4 
max .050 .260 • 639 -912 -991 
min £ Hmc(x) .050 .249 .613 .895 .987 
t-test 
min £ Hmc(log x) .050 .240 • 591 .878 .982 
3 
min £ Hm .050 .218 .535 .830 .966 
i2 max E Hm .050 .244 .605 .892 .987 
min E Hm .050 .221 . 569 .872 .983 
max .050 .260 .639 .912 .991 
min E H (x) . 050 .240 . 592 .879 .983 
t-test me 
min € Hme(log x) .050 .226 .555 .848 .973 
4 
min € H . 050 .201 .488 • 781 .943 m 
max E Hm . 050 .238 • 594 .885 .985 
-2 X min E Hm .050 .202 .531 .849 
·977 
max .050 .260 .639 . 912 . 991 
minE Hme(x) .()50 .234 • 577 .867 ·919 
5 t-test 
min E Hme(log x) .050 .216 . 529 .824 .963 
min £ H .050 .191 .460 • 749 .926 m 
max • 050 .260 .639 . 912 . 991 
6 t-test min E H (x) me .050 .230 . 566 .858 . 976 
min E Hmc(log x) .050 .209 • 509 .8o4 .955 
min E H 
m .050 .184 .440 .724 • 910 
max .050 .260 .639 -912 . 991 
8 t-test min £ Hme(x) . 050 .223 .549 .843 . 971 
min £ H (log x) 
me .050 .198 .480 ·112 • 939 
min E H .050 .176 .414 .691 .887 m 
max • 050 .260 .639 . 912 .991 
min E Hme(x) • 050 .219 • 537 .832 .967 
10 t-test 
min E Hmc(log x) . 050 .191 .458 0 747 . 924 
min E H • 050 .170 • 397 .666 .869 m 
max .050 .260 .639 .912 .991 
min E H (x) .050 .216 .528 .823 .963 
12 t-test me 
min E Hmc(log x) . 050 .185 .442 .727 .912 
minE H • 050 .166 . 385 .649 .855 m 
-2 mine H (. 067) (.159) (.414) (. 766) (. 963) X m (approx.) 
NOTE: k = number of means 
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Comparison of the maximin t-test with the X2 test is less straightforward and 
exact values are available only for k = 3 onU. !.1.. Tt .. e r.Jaximin t-test for monotone 
alternatives H has minimum power less than the X2 test but maximum power higher 
m 
than the X2 test for monotone alternatives. Thus, there is no clear choice between 
these two tests on the basis of power. 
vllien the additional assumption of monotone slope is justified, the maximin 
t-test for alternatives H (x) has minimum power higher than the minimum power of me . . . 
the X2 test for H alternatives for all A values. For A = 1 the minimum power of 
m 
the maximin test for H (x) is even higher than the maximum power of ·~he. X2 test me . 
. ·' 
for H • For alternatives H (log x), the minimum power of the maximin t-test is 
m me 
higher than the minimum power of the X2 test for all cases considered except 
(k = 4, A= 4) and perhaps (k = 12, A :2: 3). 
Although the minimum power of the maximin t-test for H alternatives depends 
me 
on the spacing of the xi's, the maximum power is always higher than the power of 
the X2 test for H alternatives and the minimum power is in or near the range of 
m 
power for the X2 test. Therefore if it is knmm that the alternatives are monotone 
with monotone slope, the maximin t-test described in this report is preferable on 
the basis of pov1er to the existing tests for monotone alternatives. 
VIII. APPLICATION OF THE TEST FOR MONO'roNE CONCAVE ALTERNATIVES; AN EXAMPLE 
Data is given in Table 2 from a study of animal weight gain where treatments 
are levels of antibiotics in the feed. The treatment levels, xi's, and responses, 
Yij 's, are given in arbitrary units. The usual analysis of variance for a random-
ized complete block design indicates that the treatment effects are not significant 
at the .05 level. 
The data is also analyzed by the maximin test for monotone concave alternatives 
given in equation (1) using coefficients calculated by the algorithm given in 
- 23 -
appendix (D) for ~ = (o, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16). If the test rejects at the .05 level, 
we remove the first trestoent am1 retest the reuaining data until the test does 
not reject. This procedure is· utilized in the search for the treatment level 
beyond which the data indicates a plateau. Table 3 gives the results of this 
sequence of tests. 
Table 2: An Example of a Dose-Response Experiment 
in a Randomized Complete Block Design 
Treatment 



















































F5,15 (.90) = 2.27 
F5, 15 (.95) = 2.90 
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Table 3: T-test Values of Maximip Test for Data in Table 2. 
Coe:.?i'ic::ie:cts for I•;r'_ne:tlon (1.) are slimm in ll)penclix ld., s = • 511 ----·--·--,_ .. __ _ ... ______ __......_.._ ___ _ 
with 15 degrees of freedom, and n = 4. 
Treatment levels 
0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 
l, 2, 4, 8, 16 
2, 4, 8, 16 




Level • 05 critical point: t 15 ( · 95) = 1. '753 
For ~ = (0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16) and ~ = (1, 2, 4, 8, 16), the test rejects at 
the .05 level indicating that in the treatment range (0 - 16) or (1 - 16), the 
means. are not homogeneous. However, the test of H0 : ~(2) = ~(4) = ~(8) = ~(16) 
does not reject at .05 indicating that these means are not monotone concave and 
hence are consistent with the hypothesis that they are homogeneous. 
IX. ADDENDUM: POWER COMPARISON OF A LIKELIHOOD RATIO TEST FOR MONOTONE CONCAVE 
ALTERNATIVES (x2 ) • 
me 
A likelihood ratio approach to the problem of testing H versus H has 
o me 
also been pursued. The test statistic, X:c' is the corrected sum of squares 
among the maximum likelihood estimates under H . The null distribution of x2 
me me 
is.a mixture of central chi-square distributions, with mixing probabilities which 
depend only on the specified treatment design point, x = (x1 , ···, ~). In 
particular, for k = 3, 
2 




7 1 -1 { - xl - x2 + 2x3 } p =---tan 0 12 2n ~3 ( ) tfi -x1 +~ 
5 1 -1 { - xl - ~ + 2xJ } 1 -1 { 13 (- ~ + x) } p = - + - tan - - tan 1 12 2n ~ 2n 
"3 (- xl + ~) - 2xl + ~ + x3 
and l-lhere P{x~ = 0} = 1 and for v > o, x~ is a central chi-square random variable 
with v degrees of freedom. 
Table 4 compares the power of the ~c test to the maximin t-test for mono-
tone concave alternatives for the case k = 3. Both tests depend on the treatment 
levels {xl, x2, x3} and power is given for equally spaced xi Is, Hmc (x) and for e 
x. 's in a geometric serie$ (1, 2, 4) which are equally spaced on the log scale 
~ 
and denoted Hmc(log x). The results show the power range of the X:c test being 
Table 4: Power Comparison of the Maximin t-test for Monotone Concave Alteraatives 
-2 to the Xmc Test for Monotone Concave Alternatives, For the Case k = 3 
Alternative Test Power t:. = 0 /j, = 1 A = 2 A == 3 A= 4 
t-test max .050 .260 .639 .912 . 991 
-2 
max .050 .255 . 629 . 9o6 .989 H (x) x;c 
me 
-2 min . 050 .247 . 613 .898 . 988 ~c 
t-test min ~050 .249 .613 .895 . 987 
t-test max . 050 .260 .639 .912 
-991 
-2 max . 050 .252 . 622 • 902 . 988 H (log x) ~c 
me 
-2 min .050 .238 . 598 .889 .986 x;c 
t-test min .050 .226 • 555 .848 ·973 
NOTE: Hmc(x) and Hmc(log x) denote monotone concave alternatives for equally 
spaced x. 's and equally spaced x. 's on the log scale. 
~ ~ 
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contained within the power range of the maximin t-test except for the case 6 = 1 
when the x. 's are evenly snaced. 
~ -
The X:c test is compared to the x2 test for monotone alternatives in Table 5. 
·; .. , 
As expected, the power range is higher for the ~c test and for evenly spaced 
X. 1 s the minimum power Of the X2 test is higher than the maximum power of the 
1 me 
x2 test. 
l'!ib:Le 5: Power Comparison of the x2 Test for Monotone Alternatives to -2 the Xmc 
Test for Monotone Concave Al terna ti v~s, ·'for the Case k = 3 
Test Power A= 0 /j. = 1 A=2 A= 3 ~ = 4 
max 
€ Hmc(x) .050 .255 .629 . 9o6 . 989 
min € Hmc(x) .050 .247 .613 .898 . 988 
-2 
x;c 
max € 'li (log x) .050 .252 .. 622 . 902 .988 
me 
min € H (log x) .050 .238 • 598 .889 .986 me 
-2 max € H .050 .244 . 605 .892 . 987 X m 
min € H . 050 .221 .569 .872 .983 m 
NOTE: H (xj and H (log x) denote monotone concave alternatives for equally 
me me 
spaced x 's and equally spaced x. 's on the log scale. i ~ 
These ~esults·turther aupport the suggestion that for quantitative treat-
ments where the response function is known. to be monotone with monotone slope, 
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9'1 FOH!Vll\ T I 1~) 
1.F ll•;(',ll~.OI CALL I:..XIl 
I~EI\D(~i10UJ IX( If,l=loNOI 
100 FQHMAI. IBFlU,QJ 
WRIIf.l6•10•0 (X(JI•J=loiiJQ) 
1U4 FGHKAT1'1SPACING 0~ X11 b IN IRI:..AIMENI DESIGN'I211XtlOF8.2/J) 
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WH11F16ol01J IXIllot=KoNOI 
101 f!11<:1"111fi'.X"S USLil TO UILCULA.rt:. IIIIIXIMIN CONIHI\STS 1 /ti1Xol0Filo~ II 
I~IUIE.(oolll-'1 ICIJioJ:K,NOl 
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Sld'4;::U 
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[](, 30 J=2 oK.l 
Clui::!UIJ-li-D(JII/(XIJ-11-XIJII - IOIJI-DIJ+111/IX1Jl-XIJ+lll 




SPAC11'1G UF x•::. IL IIUI\1~!:.1~1 DE..Sit.N 
l•UO 2.uo 6.uu 'l.uo 5.uo 
lloUO l2.l.IO 
N9~ 0~ M~nNS : 12 MAXIMIN R•SQUAKEO : 
X'S USED TO C/\LCUL/\1( MAX1MI~ CQNIRASTS 
1.uo 2.uu .~. uu '1.00 s .• uo 
11.00 12.00 
VALUlS Of MAXli"IH1 COI•IIHI\'SI 
-o,9~74 -o.14&r -n.1~1o -o.oa.;o -o.o219 
o,.H77 o.~~~';l3 
boOO 7.oo 9.oo 1u.oo 
0.73569 MAXIMIN R : 0,85772 
t..oo 7.oo a.oo - 9,00 1u.oo 
0. 06.91 0.1186 0,1760 0,2369 
NU, Ot- ~~li\I.JS:: 11 1V:11X!MHI H•St.!Ur,KEO: 0,74498 MJ\XIMlN R: Oof\661~ 
X'S USED TO riiLCliL/\TF 1'~1\Xll"llN COI~IRII::>l::. 
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NU, Ut- MlANS : lD ~AXlMlN K•SGU/\KlU = 0.755'+9 
X'S U::,[Q TO CALCULATE ~/\X!MIN CONI~ASIS 
.;,ou 'l.uo s.oo e..oo 7.uo ~.oo 9oOO 1o.oo 11.00 12.00 
VALUl.S Of ll/JAl<li"IJrl CnNTKA~l 
~0,9~87 -0,127~ •U,l26Y -0,0471 P,01~5 0,0812 0,1473 0,2232 0,3196 0,4~7'+ 
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VALUl::. qr MnXli":HJ cu~HIU\c.;t 
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a.uo 9,uu tu.uu 11.uo l?.~u 
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MAXIMIN R = 0,6YS49 
MAXIMIN R = O,Y048Y 
Mtl)< ll"'ll~ H : 0 • 96590 
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MAXIMIN H : 0,84174 
MAXIMIN R : 0,89155 
